At the origin of multicellularity, cells may have evolved aggregation in 11 response to predation, for functional specialisation or to allow large-scale 12 integration of environmental cues. These group-level properties emerged 13 from the interactions between cells in a group, and determined the selection 14 pressures experienced by these cells. 15 We investigate the evolution of multicellularity with an evolutionary 16 model where cells search for resources by chemotaxis in a shallow, noisy 17 gradient. Cells can evolve their adhesion to others in a periodically chang-18 ing environment, where a cell's fitness solely depends on its distance from 19 the gradient source. 20 We show that multicellular aggregates evolve because they perform chemo-21 taxis more efficiently than single cells. Only when the environment changes 22 too frequently, a unicellular state evolves which relies on cell dispersal. Both 23 strategies prevent the invasion of the other through interference competition, 24 creating evolutionary bi-stability. Therefore, collective behaviour can be an 25 emergent selective driver for undifferentiated multicellularity. 26 1 1 Introduction 27
: Model description. a) Adhesion between two cells is mediated by receptors and ligands (represented by a bitstring, see [37] ). The receptor of one cell is matched to the ligand of the other cell and vice versa. The more complementary the receptors and ligands are, the lower the J values and the stronger the adhesion between the cells. b) Persistent migration is implemented by endowing each cell with a preferred direction of motion v p . Every τ p MCS, this direction is updated with a cell's actual direction of motion in that period. c) The chemokine gradient in the lattice. The lines and colour indicate equal amounts of chemokine. Note the scattered empty pixels. d) A cell can sense the chemokine in the lattice sites that correspond to its own location. The cell will then move preferentially in the direction of perceived higher concentration, the chemotaxis vector. This vector points from the cell's center of mass to the center of mass of the chemokine detected by the cell (the blue dot). 4, 6] (five independent runs for each value), together with the average position of 10 single cells (independently run). b) The position of the cell closest to the gradient origin as a function of time (taken from the same simulations as in a), and the positions of 10 individuals cells (whose average generates the corresponding plot in a). c) Mean square displacement per time interval for two datasets each with 50 simulations of either single cells or clusters of strongly adhering cells (N = 50, γ = 6), in which case we extracted one cell per simulation. These data sets were also used for the following plots. d) Diffusive exponent extracted from the MSD plot, obtained from the log-log transformed MSD plots by fitting a smoothing function and taking its derivative. e) Distribution of instantaneous cell speeds f) Distribution of angles between cells' measurement of the gradient, and the actual direction of the gradient. Altogether, collective chemotaxis of a cluster of adhering cells emerges, despite 172 each cell measuring the gradient as poorly as cells alone (Fig. 4f ). Thus, cells 173 within a cluster must be altering each others' paths by exerting pushing and pulling 174 forces. To assess how these forces alter the short-timescale trajectories of cells, we 175 extracted the straight segments from the cell tracks and assessed both the length 176 of these segments and their orientation with respect to the gradient source (Supp.
177
Section S3). We find that cells in a cluster tend to migrate for longer in straight 178 lines, and that these straight lines are also more likely to be oriented towards the 179 source of the gradient (Fig. 4g ). For single cells, there is no such bias. Single 180 cells could also improve their ability to sense the gradient by becoming bigger, 181 since they will perceive a larger area of the chemotactic signal (Supp. Section 182 S4). However, there are many factors that restrict how big a cell can be, such as 183 the complexity of the metabolism and cellular mechanisms such as cell division 184 [38, 39] . This also puts a limit on the area of a gradient that a cell can cover by 185 sheer size. We therefore assume that cells can evolve adhesion, but not cell size. pelling ones ( Fig. 6a) , with a situation where the positions of the two clusters is 226 swapped (Fig. 6b ). The distance from the peak at the end of the season (the fitness experiments the fact that mutants invading a resident population are in small num-230 bers and furthest away from the new peak (because they are likely born from cells 231 that replicate most, i.e. those closest to the previous location of the peak). We 232 simulated repelling mutants invading adhering cells by placing a large cluster of 233 adhering cells in front of a small group of repelling ones (Fig. 6c ), and conversely, 234 a small cluster of adhering cells invading a large group of repelling cells (Fig. 6d ).
235
In both cases, the resident population physically excludes the invading one from 236 the path to resources, and thus the distance travelled by the invading population 237 is limited. Taken together, these results show that there is interference compe- We demonstrated that undifferentiated multicellularity can evolve in a cell-based 247 model as a byproduct of an emergent collective integration of noisy spatial cues.
248
Previous computational models have shown that multicellularity can be selected 249 by reducing the death rate of cells in a cluster [17, 19] , through social interaction 250 [15, 40] , by incorporating trade-offs between fitness and functional specialisation
251
[41] or by allowing cells to exclude non-cooperating cells [42] . In these studies, 252 Figure 6 : Interference competition between adhering and repelling cells explains evolutionary bistability. We let a simulation run for τ s = 30 × 10 3 MCS and then record the distance from the peak of the gradient, for two different populations of cells -one repelling (in red, γ = −4) and one adhering (in blue, γ = 6), for different initial conditions. The snapshots underneath are the initial and final spatial configurations of the cells on the grid. A) 100 adhering and 100 repelling cells, placed so that the adhesive ones are closer to the source of the gradient; B) 100 adhering and 100 repelling cells, placed so that the repelling cells are closer to the source of the gradient; C) 180 adhering and 20 repelling cells, placed so that the adhering cells are closer to the source of the gradient; D) 20 adhering and 180 repelling cells, placed so that the repelling cells are closer to the source of the gradient. Dashed lines in the snapshots are gradient isoclines.
13
direct selection for forming groups is incorporated by conferring higher fitness to 253 the members of a cluster.
254
Earlier work found that multicellular structuring can emerge without direct se- 
263
In many ways, the evolution of multicellularity can be compared to the evo-264 lution of collective dynamics. Previous studies on the evolution of herding be-265 haviour showed that aggregating strategies evolve in response to highly clumped 266 food even though the pack explores the space slowly and inefficiently before find-267 ing food [44] . In our case, aggregation leads to a highly efficient search strategy, shown that long-range chemical signaling coupled to cells' differential adhesion 291 suffices to reproduce Dictyostelium's life-cycle [26, 46] . Combining that with our 292 evolutionary framework would likely enrich our understanding of Dictyostelium 293 evolution towards partial multicellularity.
294
Our model of collective movement is an example of the "many wrongs" prin- have been proposed ([30, 32] ), in some cases displaying chemotaxis in qualita-300 tively different ways (for instance without sensing the chemokine gradient, only its 301 concentration [47]). We hypothesise that the evolutionary mechanism described 302 here are independent of the particular cell model choice, and thus would also work 303 with other models discussed in [30], provided that cells were able to polarise or 304 move also in the absence of other cells.
305
The importance of a bottom-up approach to study the evolution of multicellu-306 larity has been repeatedly emphasised [48, 49] , and a broader understanding of 307 cells self-organisation and evolution may have applications to clinically relevant with h d being the distance at which F (c) = 1/2.
437
Replication For each cell i ∈ C with fitness F (i), the probability of repli-438 cating is P(cell i replicates) = F (i)/ c ∈ C F (c). We allow for N replication Here we investigate whether cells in a cluster move differently when they are 473 performing chemotaxis or not. Fig. S1 .1 shows the flow field around moving cells 474 in a cluster with or without a gradient, as devised by [29] . In short, the flow field Figure S2 .2: Chemotaxis of a rigid cluster. a τ p = 5. b µ p = 0.5. In both cases N = 50 cells with γ = 6 are placed on the right of the field and move towards higher concentration of the gradient (the semicircle indicates the resource location, where the gradient is highest. All other parameters as in main text).
the cells' trajectories, then measured the length of this segment and its angle with 490 the direction of the source of the gradient. To identify these straight segments, 491 we take increasingly longer intervals between the recorded cell positions, and 492 measure how far the intermediate data points are positioned from the line spanning 493 these two data points (Fig. S3.3A) . As soon as one of the data points has a distance 494 greater than a threshold, we stop extending the interval and continue from the 495 cell position at which the chosen segment ends (the threshold value is set to 3 496 pixel lengths; this value is chosen because it is the largest integer smaller than 497 the average cell radius, given a cell area = 50 pix). In figure S3 .3B, the resulting ulations where the total area of the cells is kept constant, N A T = 5000. We 505 expect that large cells move with greater persistence towards the peak of the gra-506 dient than small cells, because they perceive a larger portion of the gradient, thus 507 averaging out noise. Indeed, Fig. S4.4 shows that larger cells perform chemotaxis 508 more efficiently than smaller cells, given the same chemotactic gradient. Figure S4 .4: Large cells perform chemotaxis more efficiently than clusters of small cells. Each line corresponds to one simulation with a given combination of number of cells N and cell size A T , and shows the distance of the centre of mass of the cluster of cells from the peak of the gradient over time. We kept the total volume of the cells constant in all simulations (i.e. N A T = 5000). All other parameters (including the chemotactic signal) are the same as in main text.
